Business Models to Exploit Possibilities of E-mobility: An Electricity Distribution System Operator Perspective
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Abstract
E-mobility is a fast-developing field of electrical industry not only in in Hungary but in Europe and worldwide as well. Besides their environmental, social and economic benefits, electric cars offer further significant possibilities for distribution system operators, for example through the exploitation of controlled charging. This is a hot research topic, but uniform and well-tried solutions are still not available. Actors in electromobility are still forming, thus it is still not known which customer groups might be partners in controlled charging.

Present paper enlists solutions offering more than traditional optimization processes based on solely one objective function. The five business solutions proposed here aim at matching electric cars with the present and future operation of DSOs. Two methods (Vehicle2Home and Night Rider) target individual customers, while the other three proposals (E-pump, plug&WORK, ENTERPRISeFLEET) are for fleets. A common framework is used to describe these methods here, and both potential customers and the advantages for DSOs are given. Out of the five solutions above, a detailed business model was developed for three concepts, specifying costs and expected incomes. Avoided costs were identified separately, which include all expenses that might be qualitatively or quantitatively influenced by charging of electric cars or controlled charging.
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1 Introduction
The 2014/94/EU directive on the deployment of alternative fuels (electricity, compressed/liquified natural or petroleum gases, hydrogen) infrastructure is an integral part of the continuous legislative procedure of the European Union. Although according to Domanovszky (2014) gas propulsion could be a cheaper solution to clean transportation e-mobility takes most of the research, public and regulatory attention. The Hungarian Electric Energy Act (Act LXXXVI of 2007 on Electric Energy) and the corresponding Implementing Decree (273/2007 (X. 19.) Government Decree) defines "charging of electric cars", since 2015. According to this definition, charging can be of the following types:

1. charging at (public) charging stations,
2. charging at a private charging station on a directly measured line,
3. non-profit charging at privately owned electricity meters, in the case of residential consumers and non-residential consumers.

It is an important part in the legislation that profit-oriented charging is only allowed for charging station operators with a valid license. Along with the regulatory hurdles, the adoption of electric cars is also hindered by the lack of proper charging infrastructure, yet the situation is complex and ambiguous (Duran, 2015; Hall and Lutsey, 2017; Salah and Kama, 2016; Verbruggen, 2016).

However, Hungarian legislation does not answer a number of questions (similarly significant regulatory gaps can be identified in other countries as well, such as in China as Yang et al. (2018) showed). Relevant laws only determine the basic framework of the electric charging service model by defining the limit between electricity trading and electric charging service. The most crucial task now is to define the whole charging service model together with new roles (for example clearing house, aggregator, storage), and to pair up tasks with roles. The charging service itself needs to be clarified, as there are two basic approaches to this according
to the fundamental structure. In one case, the focus is on selling the product (but not as electricity retailing) – in this case, charging of electric cars are defined as “filling” an alternative fuel for vehicles (for example subject to excise duty). In the other case, charging is defined as a pure service, for which a completely new regulation can be set up.

Based on the knowledge of market and regulatory circumstances, possible business models for electricity distribution system operators (DSOs) are suggested and analyzed here. A pre-requisite for such a task is to define and analyze the present and future role of the DSO, which is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 focuses on the methods applied in this study to ensure that the elaboration and results of the different business models could be compared to one another. Section 4 describes the suggested models in detail, together with the results of their analysis and a suggestion for market possibilities. The paper is concluded with the summary of the results.

2 Possible models – DSO role

Owing to the probable significant market penetration of electric vehicles in the near future, DSOs must prepare for the management of adverse network effects arising due to charging (Ramadan et al., 2017). Furthermore, they must gather the possible technical and non-technical solutions for the charging of electric cars that facilitate the management of these network effects and thus are valuable for the DSO. Therefore, it is of primary importance for the DSOs to have a suitable model for electric car charging. This new model does not necessarily equals a new business potential, it must simply be introduced in order to ensure the further operation of the network (Rossignoli and Lionzo, 2018).

This research focused on models based on regulated charging; however, although their necessity is widely acknowledged, no specific business model has been prepared for these models. This problem is mentioned for example by Niesten and Alkemade (2016). Moreover, several perspective business models, such as Better Place (Niesten and Alkemade, 2016) have gone bankrupt. Therefore, this study has applied a wider scope, examining further possibilities and a suggestion for market possibilities. The paper is concluded with the summary of the results.

Table 1 The most important standards for charging electric cars, categorized according to field of applicability (based on Salah and Kama, 2016; Bakker et al., 2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Standards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connector</td>
<td>SAE J1772, IEC 62196-1, IEC 62196-2, IEC 62196-3, GBT2034-2, GBT20234-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>SAE J2931/1, SAE J2931/2, SAE J2931/3, SAE J2931/4, SAE J2931/5, SAE J2931/6, SAE J2931/7, SAE J2847/1, SAE J2847/2, SAE J2847/3, SAE J2847/4, SAE J2847/5, SAE J2847/6, ISO/IEC 15118, IEC 61851-24, IEC 61850, IEEE 80211P, GBT 27930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>SAE J2953/1, SAE J2953/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Mode 3 – Slow or semi-fast AC charging from a special connector for EVs, with integrated pilot control functions and protections.
• Mode 4 – Fast DC charging through a fixed external charger, with a specific connector for EVs.

It is important to highlight that Mode 1 charging does not establish communication between the charging point and the vehicle possible. In Modes 2 and 3, low level communication between the charger and the vehicle is made possible by the controlling pilot signal. In the case of fast charging according to Mode 4, there is a defined communication transmission in order to manage the charging of the battery (Hu et al., 2016).

Concerning special connectors, standard IEC 62196 defines three types (Type 1–3). In essence, Type 1 connector equals connector defined in standard SAE J1772, while Type 2 equals VDE-AR-E 2623-2-2 connector. For the sake of completeness, it must be mentioned that in the US standard SAE J1772 describes regulation for charging. In a similar manner to the European norms, this standard differentiates categories: 3 levels are defined for AC and DC charging, respectively (Levels 1–3). AC Level 1 charging roughly equals slow home charging, while AC Level 2 solution might equal public or business applications. Level 3 charging is fast charging, which can be AC or DC as well. The three different power levels of DC fast chargers can be applied to public fast chargers (Hu et al., 2016).

Controlled charging can only be achieved if there is some form of communication between the charger and the vehicle. Additionally, the existence of another communication channel is also indispensable: the one between the charger and the control unit that regulates charging. Consequently, from the point of view of this study Mode 1 and 2 charging are of little relevance. The possibility of controlled charging is also questionable in the case of fast chargers, as users wish to charge their car as fast as possible, without any fluctuations in power or any delay.

2.1 DSO roles
Besides expanding the charging system, DSOs can play several other roles, which are listed below. A DSO can be either a supporter or an active market player, as long as local legislation on energy makes it possible. It is important to note, however, that regulation can place severe obstacles in the way of value creation, as shown by de Heer and Allan (2015): DSOs can
• ensure flexibility for reserve market players, in the case of their own EV charging points (Rezania and Prüggler, 2012);
• play a role in the recycling of used batteries (second-life usage). Amortized vehicle batteries might be used in the network, DSOs can use them for bottleneck management and for other energy trade and balancing applications (de Heer and Allan, 2015; Rezania and Prüggler, 2012;).

2.2 Use cases
In the followings the most common and relevant use-cases are summarized from DSO point of view. The emphasis was on DSO’s today core and non-core possibilities.
• Vehicle-to-grid (V2G), Vehicle-to-Home (V2H): The charging process of electric cars can be controlled by the increasing or decreasing of the charging power, or even by turning the direction of charging backwards. During this regulation it is advantageous if the batteries of cars connected to the system are not fully charged and are not fully discharged either, as this is required for a sizeable power regulation margin. The entity responsible for charging should create incentives for customers to achieve this state of charge that should also support both the interests of energy trading and of the network operator according to Rezania and Prüggler (2012) and Kaufmann (2017). While Kaufmann (2017) claims that the V2G should be implemented by a separate IT company, de Heer and Allan (2015) argues that this should be achieved by the DSO. Concerning V2G solutions, Kaufmann (2017) also gives the following statements:
  • As for V2G, the profit provided by only one car is very small and the construction of an appropriate charging station is expensive, customers joining the V2G system need incentives.
  • V2G implementation is profitable in the case of low power AC chargers that are capable of ensuring the communication needed for bidirectional charge flow (that is the CHAdeMO standard is not sufficient).
  • A very large number of users is needed, as one vehicle has very little V2G potential.
  • It is also possible to include vehicle fleets, for example buses into such a system. This is underlined by Melton (2016), as well.
• Car sharing: Besides regulated charging, public electric car sharing systems and car rentals can be set up (Kaufmann, 2017).
• Battery leasing: Batteries might be owned by the organization in charge of V2G instead of the car owner, and it is thus leased to the owner. This is a problematic solution as it largely depends on how much car manufacturers make their own data public (de Heer and Allan, 2015). However, if battery leasing gets widespread, energy providers might offer complex packages for which DSOs must offer incentives.
• Supporting charging station building: When the system is installed, the charging station should be handed over to the user as part of the package (de Heer and Allan, 2015).
• Roaming: Uniform invoicing system should be set up, that is invoicing should be independent of the place of charging (de Heer and Allan, 2015).
• Battery storages should be set up at charging stations (Hall and Lutsey, 2017).

Current regulation often excludes the possibilities of the DSO to include the emerging available new technologies into their network and business model. The limitations of the present regulation have been acknowledged by leading regulatory authorities, and thus they are working on the creation of supportive legislation (Hay and Macwhinnie, 2015; Verbruggen, 2016).

In any case, as the spreading of electrical vehicles is a hot topic, more and more versatile new roles emerge in the market. On the one hand, it is a positive development that the load of this cost-intensive process is to be shared owing to innovation in business and technology. On the other hand, this process makes it increasingly difficult to define and compare the possibilities and limitations of the present market players. The different business models are to be compared here with the help of business model canvas.

3 Methodology
Business models can be implemented with various methods and in various sizes. Business model canvas, a method coming from the world of start-up businesses, is an ideal method for setting up plans even for less experienced people. (França et al., 2017)

Yves Pigneur and Alex Osterwalder started to look for the main elements that are needed for an organization to make decisions in the course of setting up its business model. They analyzed the available literature, the prototypical and recurring models, and the elements were given for a stress test to business executives and experienced entrepreneurs. The emerging scheme was a business model made up of nine building blocks, which was later developed into the Business Model Canvas in a PhD thesis (Osterwalder, 2004). Ever since, the model has been used by millions: beginning from Fortune 500, through start-up businesses to community enterprises value this approach, which is also used by local governments and state-owned companies.

The building blocks of a stable enterprise are summarized on a comprehensive single sheet. The first block is the group of customers – that is all those to whom the company offers services or sells something. The second block is the value propositions: everything that constitutes the essence and the individuality of the service or the product. The third block is constituted by the channels through which the value propositions reach customer groups. This serves as the basis for classic PR and marketing communication. Customer relationships are placed above this block: these include contacts with customers, feedback, collection of ideas, customer satisfaction. Sales activities and quality assurance processes also belong here. If this functions well, income is produced here, which provides one side of cash flow.

In order that all this can be undertaken and run, key resources are needed, which might be of several types: human, mental and financial resources or assets (for example web page, social media platforms, brand name). With the help of these resources key procedures can be achieved, which constitute key aspects for executing the value propositions. This is complemented by key partners, that is all those whom the entrepreneur pays – inner or outer partners, subcontractors, service providers from whom key resources are obtained. These three building blocks make up the costs, the other side of cash flow model.

Business Model Canvas is useful for both starting and operating enterprises, and it can also be used if there is only a new idea to be implemented. This method gives feedback about the feasibility of the idea and might offer solutions for amending hindrances. It is important to note that this general model can be customized to special company needs and environments. This research identified those elements that cannot be regarded as classic income while they influence the total balance: this is the category of avoided costs. These include all expenses that might be qualitatively or quantitatively influenced by charging of electric cars or charge control. As a result of these two processes, the flow
characteristics of the electric power system (primarily the distribution network) change in certain periods. This induces technical effects (such as a change in network loss, the fluctuation of voltage) and might have measurable economic effects (for example income from network usage fee, shifting peak periods). The quantification of the effects of avoided costs and the exhaustive list of such items strongly depends on the exact location and the given power plant, and thus needs further research. As this topic falls outside the main scope of this study, here we only refer to these expenses with the umbrella term "avoided costs".

4 Proposed concepts
This section describes concepts which make it possible to create and operate mass control of EV charging. The solutions given here all go beyond the widely discussed optimization processes based on a single target function and try to match up the system of electric cars with the present and future role of the DSO. The five methods below include some solutions offered for individual and fleet customers, methods for selling energy and infrastructure as well.

4.1 V2H (Vehicle-to-Home)
Vehicle-to-Home is a solution for private households: the electric car is connected to the electric network of the house or garage, and it functions as an energy storage device – it can take up energy from the system and can also give energy to the system. That is the target community of V2H is made up of people who own a house or garage where a charging point can be constructed. If these charging points are wide-spread enough, it is possible to aggregate individual V2H customers into a larger controllable unit, which – if regulated properly – may be included in legislative roles that are favorable for the regulatory authority as well (this is V2G solution).

However, the group of potential customers now is rather small, as electric cars are very expensive, but as Simha (2016) highlights, other vehicles, such as e-bikes shall be considered in decarbonizing urban transportation. Nevertheless, now only wealthy and environmentally conscious people can afford buying e-cars. But, this fact is also an advantage, as the target population lives densely in specific areas, which makes deploying charging regulation easier. If the owner of the vehicle wishes to exploit all the possibilities that a V2H solution can offer, the electric car will only be used rarely, and it will only function as a secondary car in the family.

Although V2H solution can be applied in all circumstances, it can be best exploited if the home also utilizes renewable energy sources. This further supports the fact that this technology targets the wealthy population with private detached or semi-detached houses.

From a DSO perspective, V2H has several advantages and some disadvantages. It is favorable that if the DSO takes part in the construction of private charging points, it will be entitled to ask for a role in controlling the charging process of the car. Thus, it may regulate the residents’ energy consumption depending on network load: in the case of high network load homes included in V2H might be switched off-grid – that is at such times consumers get energy from their electric cars. Consequently, a strong potential of V2H solution is that it makes demand side management possible because of regulated charging, which is effectively alleviates DSO grid constraints as Ramadan (2018) showed.

Also, if the DSO does not influence charging directly with a control signal and only uses indirect incentives, it might also be a favorable solution. In this case, for homes with V2H potential the best solution is to charge their car when the price of electricity is lower and use this electricity from the battery of the car during peak hours. For the DSO it means that peak hour loads are decreased, and cars are mainly charged during off-peak hours.

On the other hand, it is a serious disadvantage of V2H solution that users get the capability to autonomously switch to off-grid mode for shorter or longer periods. As they would use the public network neither for consumption nor production, the DSO loses revenue from system usage tariffs. This can be avoided by proper, incentivizing tariffs.

4.2 Night Rider
The Night Rider solution is based on the existing multi-tariff price schemes of the suppliers: customers can charge their vehicles at lower prices in off-peak hours. Thus, consumers are incentivized to offer their vehicles for mass regulation. There are two versions of Night Rider solution:

1. only pricing is the influencing factor, that is customers can choose the time of charging;
2. charging is fully controlled, similarly to the present ripple control or radio ripple control systems applied today.

The target group of this approach consists of individual consumers who own electric cars or willing to buy one in the near future. Based on international experience, these customers typically belong to the upper segment of society, are middle-aged and live in cities or the urban area. They
also have home charging facilities, typically in their private garages, and in many cases operate a household-scale solar photovoltaic plant. (Aliasghari et al., 2018.)

The most important value propositions offered by Night Rider solutions for the DSO are that it makes real mass regulation possible and it seems to be the cheapest solution. The regulation of consumer appliances with known power needs at known consumer points can serve as the basis of a well-predictable energy management system. Another significant advantage for the DSO is that this new product is very similar to the pricing system and regulatory system known and used by a wide range of customers at present. Positive customer experiences attached to off-peak or "night electricity" tariff make it possible to sell them a similar product more easily. Depending on the complexity of the new charging management/control architecture, a smaller or bigger part of the system is already in operation and no significant new connection options or devices are needed to be installed on the existing grid. As this solution is based on offering better and incentivizing tariffs to the consumers, it allows for a great flexibility of the DSO: the price scheme can be modified flexibly.

4.3 E-pump

The target customer group in this case are gas station operators. In the current transport infrastructure system, filling stations and complex rest areas play a key role in long-distance transportation. This fuel distribution network, however, is developing dynamically, partly as a reaction to the challenge posed by alternative fuels as e-mobility advances.

Gas stations typically react to these challenges by focusing on high-standard services. Thus, they aim to keep the customer at the stop with additional services (restaurant, shop, accommodation) even if the primary service (refueling) does not take more than five minutes.

The time required for charging an electric car supports the reconstruction of filling stations in this direction. At the same time, the present competitive advantage of companies dealing with fossil fuels will diminish on the long run. New chains may appear on the market, which may even be the subsidiaries of the power market players.

The mobility need of customers at filling stations is rather versatile now. Some want to finish refueling as fast as possible and do the filling themselves. Others spend much more time at the stations. There are normal and premium fuels, filling stations issue loyalty cards and fuel cards. Even professional drivers have their individual decisions on where they fill up their vehicle, as Kovács and Gubán (2017) underlines.

This complex service portfolio is built on the same, standardized fuel, which is of rather fixed quality and has a relatively fixed price as an excise product. From this respect, the electric refueling can serve real customer needs much more flexibly as it can be easily controlled.

However, electric cars do exhibit various charging needs and abilities (performance, capacity, connector type), and the different charging methods are not fully equivalent for the customer (e.g. battery amortization).

Fast charging will be a basic service in the future. One of the competitive advantages of filling stations will be that they can provide fast charging for long-distance journeys while also ensuring the required service quality (waiting and charging times). The service can be provided cost-effectively using optimization techniques developed by Farkas and Telek (2018).

However, customers do not always require fast charging, moreover, it is rather inconvenient for them to park their car to another parking place just as charging has finished. Thus, flexibility in charging modes is the key in keeping and enlarging the customer group of a station.

For medium range, e-mobility will be a factor for the transport of goods as well, for example plug-in hybrid powertrains may become competitive by their efficiency, or if zero emission zones appear and become widespread. In road freight transport drivers must schedule long compulsory rest periods. Charging needs can also be scheduled for these 8-11-hour-long rest periods, which is a competitive advantage for the flexible management and regulation of e-charging.

The satisfaction of significant capacity needs arising from e-mobility is a great challenge for DSOs. However, serving business customers may be profitable if charging regulation is supported. The most important value in this case is making concentrated demand flexible. As filling stations wish to become general service providers, if they can sell profitable retail services, they will cooperate in the process with incentive tariffs or even regulated charging. DSOs can offer individual flexible tariffs for smart charging, because they have direct interest in leveling capacity needs as providers of background infrastructure (Farkas, 2013).

The appearance of electric charging stations significantly changes the infrastructure of filling stations. The operation and maintenance of these new devices requires electrical competences, so the existing servicing
Operating their own charging infrastructure is going to be a new challenge for these companies, since in order to ensure their undisturbed and continuous service, the charging infrastructure must be operated and maintained continuously. As the main activity of these enterprises is not operating electric vehicles, the operation and maintenance of the charging infrastructure can be a separate service or an incentive factor.

Financial motivation can be the most important incentive for joining a regulated charging scheme for this customer group, which is also supported by (Duran, 2015; Hall and Lutsey, 2017; Jones and Lovell, 2015).

The potential customer group of plug&WORK solutions work according to a well-defined schedule, which is different for each customer. For each fleet user, charging should be provided at a fixed, single location, that is the customer's garage. As the vehicles return with a low battery, charging is almost sure to take place.

Consequently, the charging provider can manage a relatively well-scheduled regulated charging for fleets, in comparison with other solutions described here. Charging is to be achieved any time in the time window in which vehicles are at the garage, that is between the arrival and departure of cars. Another advantage of this setup is that all the charging posts of a garage are at a certain point of common coupling (PCC), with a relatively large capacity that can be regulated.

The operation and maintenance of the charging infrastructure means further business potentials, which does not belong to the competence of the fleet operator. On the one hand, this can be sold as a packaged service to customers; on the other hand, it may be used as an incentive for participation in controlled charging.

4.5 ENTERPRISeFLEET
The customers for this solution are owners of electric passenger cars or trucks, or even special machines (for example crane lorry). Besides this, customers are interested in the electric energy field (for example DSO, TSO, energy producer etc.) or in a field which produces or consumes large quantities of energy. Thus, this model makes it possible for the customer to enhance his own profile, to reduce fuel and operating/maintenance costs. Additionally, if the customer has a leasing construction, this agreement might also be modified. Furthermore, an existing business model can also be sold, or an operation service can be offered at places where consumers cannot provide this in the lack of receptivity or capacity.
The value proposition for DSOs is the same as with plug&WORK. Moreover, the user and service provider of electromobility might belong to the same entity. For the DSO, the most valuable segment is technology. Due to the regulation of charging, the DSO may check new business opportunities on itself and later turn these profitable. The services connected to regulated charging might include load-shaving, load-shifting, possible arbitrage, secondary spare products etc. if penetration reaches the required level. Moreover, the self-evident risk reducing possibility is also given: testing at the DSOs own garage the requirements for the given service levels can be loosened.

Besides technology-based solutions, the self-enhancement of core business activity is also present. The quantity of sold electric energy can be increased. This is not only a "specious" solution, as DSOs do not sell traditional fuels. Therefore, the dependence on constantly changing market prices and on fuels not belonging to the DSO can be diminished as well.

Economic profit includes the possibility of the revision of existing leasing agreements. Significant tax relief or other additional advantages might be gained if someone enhances the number of electric vehicles in the fleet. It is important to note here that this is not only true for personal cars, but also for small-scale freight-transport and for vehicles supporting technological activities as well.

Finally, the most significant additional value is raising employee awareness, which includes education for environment-consciousness. Also, energy audit surveys identify the use of electric vehicles as a great advantage. Positive effects of awareness raising are unquestionable, and companies can really be proud of this. The credibility of a company is highly enhanced if they use their own products during the environmental education.

5 Results and discussion
Out of the models elaborated by a detailed analysis not fully presented here, in the present regulatory and market setting, the highest potential for DSOs is offered by the ENTERPRISeFLEET model. Synergies stemming from the presence of energy sources and the infrastructure can be effectively exploited. This model is based on charging of a relatively large fleet of personal cars and technological vehicles used at a given garage and its vicinity. A fleet managed and regulated in a uniform manner as a technological solution can be valuable for a DSO. New business models can be tested without an outside partner, and regulated charging makes it possible to offer specific services, such as load-shaving and –sharing, arbitrage, regulatory reserve allocation.

For DSOs this solution strengthens their main business activity (supplying electric energy) and diminishes the dependence on fuels outside their main scope. Another major advantage of this method is awareness raising, which conveys a positive message about the DSO for both employees and customers. It needs further studies to determine which garages and which part of the vehicle fleet should be worth including in a pilot project for demonstration. Another open question is how create a regionally or nationally aggregated service from decentralized regulated charging which is distributed all over the country.

As the network effects arising from the large-scale spreading of electric vehicles will most probably be a challenge for DSOs, it is a proactive step to examine those technical and other solutions that might help in managing these effects. Thus, it is important for the DSO to prepare a proper model for electric car charging. This model does not necessarily offer new business potentials, but it must be introduced to ensure the further operation of the network.

The following costs arise due to this suggestion:
- Charger – 50-100 pcs/customer – The type and number of chargers to be installed must be determined considering the properties of the fleet. As probably not all vehicles will have to be charged at the same time, the number of necessary charging points is smaller than the total number of vehicles in the fleet.
- Electricity meter – one per garage – a common electricity metering device capable of registering time series of realized consumption must be installed, which allows for regulated charging. (Regulation need not be realized through the meter, though.)
- Network development – is only necessary if the required charging capacity is not available. This process includes capacity increase, change of transformers, installation tasks etc.
- Communication – the new communication infrastructure must allow for two-way communication, which enables measuring and invoicing.
- Operation costs – meter installation and operation, charger installation and operation, entering into a contract, invoicing.
- Accountancy of e-vehicles, purchasing new vehicles.

Possible revenues connected to these suggestions:
- The increase of net promoter score (NPS) due to the rise of marketing value.
• Income from selling the new service potential.
• Costs of fuel replaced.
• Avoided costs of investments.

6 Conclusions
E-mobility is a fast-developing field both at national and international levels. Besides environmental, social and economic profits, electric cars offer significant technical and economic potential for electricity distribution network operators through the opportunities offered by regulated charging. Although this field is in the center of several studies and pilot projects around the world, uniform and finalized solutions have not arisen yet.

This research aimed to suggest profitable business models through the inspection of international practices, including technical solutions, the properties of the possible customer group and the methods of customer compensation.

In Hungary, the group of market players for e-mobility is still forming, which will affect the potential customer groups that can be included into regulated charging. Among other things, this study focused on defining potential customer groups based on conclusions drawn from international practices, and on the estimation of regulatory potential for each group.

After the analysis a solution was selected, ENTERPRISEFLEET, which effectively supports the DSOs ambitions concerning e-mobility with respect to the present market and regulation, and the current conditions. Furthermore, this solution offers significant business potential, which exploits the synergy of existing energy sources and infrastructure.
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